
The Green House is a privately owned, retrofitted home in the village of Cusop, near 
Hay-on-Wye in Herefordshire.

The property was originally a 1960’s built dormer bungalow, but has essentially been 
encased in a new highly insulated and efficient shell, with solar thermal providing 
domestic hot water, and rain water harvesting.

The Green House
case study



The Green House

GENERAL

Name: The Green House

Owner: Private

Designer: CO
2
 Architects Ltd.

New/retrofit: Retrofit

Use: Residential

Location: Cusop, Hay-on-Wye, Hereford, 
England

Climate: “Sheltered”

Investment cost: £265,000

Awards: None applied for
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Approach: A high energy-efficient building which 
makes best use of its natural surroundings and resources 
including light and solar gain.

Construction typology: Retrofit of masonry and timber, 
hung on a Glulam frame utilising the original masonry 
structure as thermal mass, with high levels of insulation.

U-value walls: 0.24 W/m2K (ground floor),

0.12 W/m2K (first floor)

U-value roof:  0.11 W/m2K

U-value windows:  1.70 W/m2K

Heating strategies: The south elevation has the largest 
glazed area which has a mezzanine floor between ground 
and first floors thus creating a space to collect heat gained 
from the sun.

Solar thermal installed: 4.2m2

Energy consumption: 21.82 kWh/
m2/yr

CO
2
 annual emissions: 1167.4 kg 

CO2/yr | 4.95 kg CO2 /m2/yr

National energy certification 
level: Energy Performance 

Certificate rated – B (82)
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The sole responsibility for the content of this publication 
lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the 
opinion of the European Union. Neither the EACI nor the 
European Commission are responsible for any use that 
may be made of the information contained therein.



Name: The Green House

Use: Residential

Users: Family

Completion year: Original building built in the 1960’s

New / retrofit: Retrofit completed in 2007

Type of ownership: Private, freehold

Building / community: The site consists of a single, detached house which utilises the original floor plan of the 
original 1960s dormer bungalow. The building was converted from a dormer bungalow to a full two-storey house. The 
floor plan is a back to front ‘L’ shape. The house is located within a crescent of other detached houses set in a large 
meadow garden with spectacular views overlooking the small town of Hay-on-Wye and surrounding countryside.

GENERAL
The Green House
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GENERAL

Building description: The original building, a dormer bungalow, was typical of its time in its type of construction and 
vernacular. It was built in traditional 300mm cavity wall construction, single glazed, with low levels of retro-fit insulation 
and heated by an old and inefficient oil boiler. The new building is wrapped around the original structure keeping exactly 
the same floor plan. The walls were significantly increased in width to include 300mm of insulation. The original roof 
has been replaced with a zinc barrel-vaulted structure, containing 400mm of insulation, which is higher than the original 
roof ridge line. The windows and doors installed are high performance double glazed units which are argon filled. The 
new elevations make the most of passive south facing light, which is used to both light and heat the building naturally. 
Most of the lighting is low energy. Heating is provided by town gas-powered condensing boiler and domestic hot water 
is provided by solar thermal panels supplemented by the boiler.
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BUILDING

GENERAL

Area and volume:

Net floor area: 236m2

Gross floor area (constructed area, including walls): 250m2

Heated area: 236m2

Cooled area: 0m2

Façade area: 389m2

Glazed area: 66m2

Floor height: 2.25m2  (ground floor), 2.6m2 (first floor)

Net total volume: 567m3

What is special? It is unusual to see such a radical 
retrofit to an existing building. To the untrained eye it 
would not be unfair to assume that the original building 
was completely demolished and a new structure put in 
its place, as there a very few visible signs of the original 
dormer bungalow. Instead the architect has locked in 
the embodied energy of the original structure (thus 
minimising waste and utilising its thermal mass) and used 
this as the framework on which to hang the new highly 
insulated facades.



CLIMATE

GENERAL

Climate description

Heating degree days: 2,800 – 3,200 (1971–2000)

Cooling degree days: 5 – 10 (1971–2000)

Yearly sunshine hours: 1,300 – 1,400 hrs (1981-2010)

Mean annual temp: 7 – 8 degrees (1981-2010)

Rainfall: 664.9mm (1981-2010)

Microclimate: The site is sheltered from the prevailing 
wind, but exposed to north and north east windows. The 
mountains to the east reduce passive warming in the 
morning and, to a lesser extent, the adjoining trees and 
houses do likewise. The configuration of the windows 
reflects the sheltering topography and orientation.

LOCATION

Location: Cusop, Hay-on-Wye, Hereford, England

Population: Cusop is a tiny civil parish with 300 
inhabitants which is joined to the Welsh and English 
border town of Hay-on-Wye of which there are 
approximately 1,500 inhabitants.

Site: The site is on the edge of a rural village surrounded 
by open countryside overlooked by the hill of Hay-Bluff, 
which is part of the Black Mountains.

Local resources: There may be scope for wind within 
close proximity of the site, however there are a number 
of very large trees within the plot which may make this 
prohibitive.

There is ample land to make use of ground-source heat.
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GENERAL

ACTORS & AWARDS

Owner: Private resident

Designer: CO
2
 Architects Ltd.

Construction company: CO
2
 Architects provided a 

design and project management service.

Supporting actors: The design took into account that 
the construction could be carried out by local craftsmen 
and small sub-contract groups. The heating and plumbing 
is based in Hereford – 30 miles away. The windows were 
made in Denmark, and although this involved high levels 
of transportation, it was thought to be acceptable because 
of the exceptional sustainable characteristics and quality.

Actors’ impressions: Almost without exception the 
work force expressed pleasure in being involved in 
deciding methods of work [and in some cases design 
issues] and being involved in a project which entailed 
new and different design and construction details and 
methods.

Awards: None applied for

COSTS & FINANCING

Building and renewable energy systems 
investment: £265,000

Surface construction cost: £1060/m2 net

Standard cost in the region: New build to this level of 
special standards and specification of £1600/m2

Financing scheme: Privately financed

Public aid: N/A
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GENERAL

IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation process: The initial preference for 
steel to be used as the first floor external cladding was 
to reduce maintenance to a minimum. Also, the client 
was an employee of a steel manufacture and wished to 
promote the sustainable use of their products however, 
the steel was changed to timber for technical reasons as it 
could not be bent to the curves of the elevation.

The following was omitted from the original design:

•	Ground	source	heat	pump	was	substituted	for	a	mains	
gas condensing boiler due to the associated costs of 
installing a heat-pump

•	Sheep	wool	insulation	was	substituted	for	mineral	fibre	
quilt due to the high costs of the sheep wool

If there was a next time: 

•	More	mechanical	control	of	natural	ventilation	such	as	
air extraction could have had heat recovery

•	All	artificial	lighting	should	have	been	LED	or	a	least	
CFL (there is a mixture of halogen and tungsten filament 
lighting also mixed in)

•	The	availability	of	on-site	mains-gas	made	the	option	
to include renewable energy for space heating too 
expensive to operate back in 2007. If this development 
was to be commissioned now then consideration for a 
wood pellet boiler, instead of a gas condensing boiler, 
would have made this a viable option because of the 
Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) payments

•	Similarly,	photovoltaics	would	be	economically	viable	
since the introduction of the Feed-in Tariff (FiTs)

•	Cavity	wall	insulation	to	the	original	ground	floor	walls	to	
stop heat transfer through an empty cavity

•	Aerated	shower	heads	and	taps	– not fitted as an 
oversight but easily added

•	Advise	client	on	low	energy	appliances	e.g.	
refrigeration, freezing and washing
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GENERAL

USERS

User behaviour: Increasingly it has been noticed that, 
in spite of the architect’s endeavours, user behavior has 
become significant. The cost savings in energy are simply 
absorbed into householders’ consumerist lifestyles.  
However, in this case, the owners have continued their 
previous behaviour in limiting their carbon footprint. 
Without their continuing commitment to a sustainable 
environmental home, the architectural solutions would not 
have materialized. Good patronage is essential.

User feedback: The design demonstrates that an 
environmentally-friendly building can also be comfortable 
and create a visual delight. The house engages with the 
surrounding landscape and sky. The connection between 
habitation, Mother Nature and climate must be at the root 
of all development. The owners continue to enjoy their 
house with a level of enthusiasm which lifts the spirits of 
those involved in the project. On a parochial level it has 
also changed many neighbours’ views on environmentally 
responsive architecture that does not just rely on ancient 
craft skills. The clients are delighted with the house and 
are very proud of what they have achieved.
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COMMISSIONING

Energy consumption: Monthly fuel bill data collection 
analysed via an ‘Energy Diary’ created in Microsoft Excel.

•	2011 and 2012 average electricity consumption – 646 kWh/yr

•	2011 and 2012 average gas consumption – 4503 kWh/yr

Gap: Inevitably, given the chance to do the job again, 
there would be adjustments and changes in the design. 
The relationship between the level of the sitting room, 
dining area and bedroom over could be enhanced to 
maximize views through the axis of these rooms by 
raising the floor level of the bedroom over. This would 
also have improved the views of the mountains to the 
east from the main bedroom bed.

The original scheme was to envelop the old structure 
and roof covering with the new roof so ensuring that the 
interior of the house remained dry. Due to the difficulty 
of providing access for workmen installing the structure 
posts supporting the new roof, this was not entirely 
possible without punching some holes in the existing 
fabric and the removal of roof tiles that revealed holes 
in the roofing felt. However, during construction it was 
fortunate that the weather was good and only minimal 
damage was caused to the retained building fabric.

Heating comfort: There is currently no set regime for 
temperature control or monitoring at the centre. Spaces 
are temperature controlled by room thermostats and 
thermostatic radiator valves being set by the occupants.

Generally spaces are heated to 18-20 °C depending on 
the area within the house.

GENERAL
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Approach: A high energy-efficient building which 
makes best use of its natural surroundings and resources 
including light, solar gain and captured rainwater. A 
reduction in on-site construction material waste through 
the retention of the original building.

Goals: The energy goals are to make a building which 
has low energy demands by making best use of natural 
light and heat.

The environmental goals include:

•	a reduced amount of construction waste so far as 
reasonably practical

•	to allow the garden area to meadow over to encourage 
bio-diversity

•	to minimise the amount of processed water needed by 
installing rainwater harvesting for washing and toilets

Design methodology: Built compliant to building 
regulations (2006 standards / Code Level 3) however, 
there are significant elemental improvements by using 
increased levels of insulation to floors, walls and roofs and 
higher performance windows and doors.

Motivation: Client’s brief to design and build a low 
energy home with low maintenance and cost in use, and 
architect’s own ethos.

DESIGN
The Green House

DESIGN APPROACH



DESIGN APPROACH 
CONTINUED

DESIGN

Construction typology: Retrofit of masonry and timber 
hung on a Glulam frame utilising the original masonry 
structure as thermal mass

CONSTRUCTION

Key points:

•	Minimised waste

•	High levels of insulation

•	Robust construction details

•	Utlisation of natural light and solar gain

•	Low emissivity glazing

•	Low energy lighting

•	Renewable energy for hot water

•	Reduced water use (rainwater harvesting) and wastage
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DETAILS

DESIGN

Facade:

Ground floor (external to internal): 10mm render (lime and 
sand; 140mm Rockwool; 5mm render; 100mm artificial 
stone; 50mm unvented cavity; breather membrane; 
100mm concrete block; 13mm plasterboard; 3mm 
finishing plaster

U-value  - 0.24 W/m2K (2006 Regulations min 
requirements 0.35 W/m2K)

First Floor (external to internal): 18mm Softwood timber 
(ship-lapped); 50mm vented cavity; breather membrane; 
200mm Rockwool; 9mm oriented strand board (OSB); 
100mm Rockwool; 13mm plasterboard; 3mm finishing 
plaster

U-value – 0.12 W/m2K (2006 Regulations min 
requirements 0.35 W/m2K)

Roof: (Outside to inside) 1mm zinc steel; 50mm vented 
cavity; breather membrane; 18mm plywood; 400mm 
Rockwool; 13mm plasterboard; 3mm finishing plaster

U-value – 0.11 W/m2K (2006 Regulations min 
requirements 0.25 W/m2K)

Ground floor: (Top to bottom layer) Existing 100mm 
concrete screed, 100mm Thermal Rockfloor, and 
180mmconcrete beam

U-value – 0.20 W/m2K (2006 Regulations min 
requirements 0.25 W/m2K)

Windows: 28mm insulating glass units (argon filled); 
inner pane 6mm; 16mm spacer; 6.4mm safety glass

U-Value – 1.70 W/m2K (2006 Regulations min 
requirements 2.2 W/m2K)

Thermal inertia: Thermal inertia for summer time in 
concrete floors, concrete pillars, existing external walls 
and partitions.

Daylighting: The use of natural light for both day-lighting 
and solar gain was given priority within the design to help 
reduce heating costs and the use of artificial lighting, and 
to frame the vistas of the surrounding landscape.



PASSIVE STRATEGIES

Passive heating: The south elevation has the largest 
glazed area which has a mezzanine floor between ground 
and first floors thus creating a space to collect heat gained 
from the sun.

Passive cooling: None

AIR QUALITY

DESIGN

Air tightness: Not conducted

Design rate: N/A

Type: N/A

System: N/A

IAQ: N/A

Moisture movement: Throughout the building there 
are vapour barriers built into the structure to control 
interstitial condensation. Moisture within ‘wet’ spaces 
like kitchen and toilets are controlled by mechanical 
ventilation (without heat recovery). Windows are fitted 
with high performance trickle vents.
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DESIGN

INNOVATIONS

Technology: High performance windows and doors 
fitted. The doors have a triple-seal draught proofing 
system integrated into the door and frame.

Solar hot water heating system.

Other: The project was undertaken without the use 
of a main contractor. This resulted in a much closer 
relationship between the design team and the site 
workforce. Without doubt this enabled the labour force to 
participate in the construction techniques, enhancing job 
satisfaction and morale.

ENVIRONMENT

Water: There is a rainwater harvesting system installed, 
low flush WCs and water butts.

Waste: Most of the structural frame and envelope can 
be re-used. Waste in construction was minimised by 
incorporating the masonry walls and ground floor slabs in 
the design.



Primary energy need: 2011 and 2102 fuel bills

Electricity:

646 kWh/yr

2.74 KWh/m2/yr

Gas:

4503 kWh/yr

19.08 kWh/m2/yr

Primary energy need for standard building:

Calculated 11kW Worcester Greenstar 30cdi boiler using 
town gas

Final energy consumption: 

5149 kWh/yr

21.82 kWh/m2/yr

CO
2
 annual emissions:

1167.4 kg CO
2 
/yr

4.95 kg CO
2
 /m2/yr

Renewable energy production: A 2-panel (4.2m2) 
solar thermal installation with a 210 litre twin coil solar 
thermal store.

National energy certification level:

Commercial Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) rated: 
B (82)

Building emission rate: B (83)

ENERGY
The Green House

ENERGY INDICATORS
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ENERGY

ENERGY DEMAND

Heating demand: 4,503 kWh/m2/yr

Cooling demand: N/A

Lighting demand: 1,242 kWh/m2/yr (based on full-time 
occupation)

Total electricity demand: kWh/m2/yr

ENERGY SYSTEMS

Combined system: N/A

Heating system: Wall hung, mains gas, conventional 
condensing boiler: Worcester Greenstar 30CDI

Distribution via a mixture of wall hung radiators with TRVs 
and underfloor heating with grill-holes through the floor 
controlled by ‘zoned’ heating controllers (x2 on the first 
floor and x3 on the ground floor) with room thermostat 
and boiler timer/programmer.  

Heating can be supplemented with multi-fuel boiler in 
lounge.

Domestic hot water generation: Solar thermal 
collectors: 4.2m2 feeding thermal store – 210 litres 
supplemented by gas condensing boiler and electric 
immersion heaters.

Energy storage: Range Tribune 210 litre unvented 
indirect twin coil solar cylinder

Energy management system: Worcester T0510 with 
AG52 pump station

Control and automation: None
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ENERGY

LIGHTING & APPLIANCES

Lighting:

Existing | No. of bulbs | Wattage (incl ballast)

GU10 LED | 23  | 4

G10 Dic Hal | 7  | 40

GLS  | 7  | 4

2D  | 2  | 20

Halogen  | 6  | 60

T5 5ft  | 2  | 39

12v Halogen | 5  | 20

CFL  | 2  | 12

Total kWh: 1,242

Total running cost: £150.50

COMFORT

Temperature set point (heating): Variable as 
determined by boiler, room and zoned thermostats set as 
desired by occupants.

Temperature set point (cooling): N/A

COST

Electricity: (2011 and 2012) based on 12 pence per 
kWh: £77.49

Natural gas cost: (2011 and 2012) based on 4.1 pence 
per kWh: £184.60
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Renewable energy sources: Solar thermal

Renewable energy cost: Solar thermal: £13,500

RENEWABLE ENERGY
The Green House

RENEWABLE ENERGY 
SOURCES (RES)
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RENEWABLE ENERGY

SOLAR THERMAL

Panels area: 4.2m2

System: Worcester-Bosch (Greenskies Solar-Lifestyle 
portrait) 2-panel solar package and vertical fixing kit 
with TDS10 intelligent Solar System Controller; feeding 
into a Range Tribune 210 litre unvented indirect twin coil 
solar cylinder. The panels are located on the south facing 
elevation set at 30 degrees.

Cost: Costs including whole gas-fired system, distribution,  
controls, solar panels and thermal store: £13,500.

The sole responsibility for the content of this publication 
lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the 
opinion of the European Union. Neither the EACI nor the 
European Commission are responsible for any use that 
may be made of the information contained therein.
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